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Abstract
Cognitive radio networks sense spectrum occupancy and manage themselves to operate in unused bands without disturbing
licensed users. Spectrum sensing can be more accurate if jointly performed by several nodes. In order to get a successful result,
avoiding fake nodes’ inputs is required and so, it is necessary to authenticate their local sensing reports. A few authentication
algorithms have been proposed up to now. However, they introduce a notable overhead in lightweight hard decision systems. In
this paper we present an efficient protocol based on symmetric cryptography and one-way functions, and an analysis of its security
features. The system allows determining a final sensing decision from multiple sources in a quick and secure way.
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1.

Introduction

Spectrum is an essential resource for the provision of mobile services. In order to control and delimit its use, governmental
agencies set up regulatory policies. Unfortunately, such policies have led to a deficiency of spectrum as only few frequency
bands are left unlicensed, and these are used for the majority of
new emerging wireless applications. Besides, studies conducted by the Spectrum Policy Task Force show that most of the
licensed spectrum is largely under-utilized [1].
One promising way to alleviate the spectrum shortage problem is adopting a spectrum sharing paradigm in which frequency bands are used opportunistically. In this scheme, those who own the license to use the spectrum are referred to as
primary users, and those who access the spectrum opportunistically are referred to as secondary users. Secondary users must
not interfere with primary ones, who always have usage priority.
The enabling technology for opportunistic sharing is cognitive radio (CR) [2]. A CR is a system that senses its electromagnetic environment and can dynamically and autonomously
adjust its operating parameters to access the spectrum. CR terminals form self-organizing networks capable to detect vacant
spectrum bands that can be used without harmful interference with primary users. Once a vacant band is found, secondary
users coordinate themselves in order to share the available spectrum.
Performing reliable spectrum sensing is a difficult task. Wireless channels can suffer fading, thus provoking the hidden
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node problem in which a secondary user fails to detect a primary transmitter. The most important challenge for a CR is to
identify the presence of primary users, and, for this reason, secondary users must be significantly more sensitive in detecting
primary transmissions than primary receivers.
In order to reduce the sensitivity requirements of individual CRs, recent studies propose performing distributed spectrum sensing (DSS)[3]. In DSS, multiple secondary users conduct local spectrum sensing. Then, their results are merged to
reach a final decision. Several data fusion schemes have been
proposed to merge the sensing data observed by each secondary user. These schemes are based on exchanging of more or
less information depending on whether devices perform hard
or soft cooperation. When hard cooperation is employed, radios only exchange their final decision: primary user detected
or not detected. On the other hand, soft decision means that
radios exchange their local measures and/or test statistics with
each other. Among the proposed methods, the most typical one
is based on applying the “k out of N” rule. This rule determines that the channel is occupied if at least k of the N secondary
users have detected the primary signal. As avoiding interference with primary users is a top priority, the most common value
of k is 1.
In order to correctly balance the contributions of the users
and ensure a reliable result, data fusion algorithms try to characterize the users, learn how they behave and to what extend they
shall be trusted, using either probabilistic [4, 5, 6] or reputation
models [7, 8]. However, in order to effectively track users, the
sensing contributions that they make must be authenticated. Some proposals have been presented to authenticate users’ spectrum decisions using message authentication codes (MAC) [9,
10]. Even though the protocols are provably secure, they are not
fitted for hard decision techniques due to the huge data overhead
introduced in the reports. If the number of nodes participating
in the sensing process is high, the amount of information needed to transmit the sensing information perceived by every node

along with its MAC signature is very large. Therefore, a more
lightweight protocol is needed that allows for the large number
of network nodes that can form a CR network.
This paper presents a protocol that enables the secure authentication of hard decision sensing reports in an efficient way. Reports can be authenticated as soon as they reach the fusion centre, and the process is simple and fast since is basically based
on hash functions.
2.

In the following sections, we will start describing the security
framework we use to provide security services and then we will
explain each of the protocol phases in detail.
2.1.

Security Framework

One of the key goals of the protocol design is to develop
an efficient solution suitable for constrained devices. Therefore,
the cryptography involved in our proposal is based on simple
hash functions and symmetric keys.
The use of symmetric keys is essential to implement the
authentication of the sensing data provided by the secondary
users. However, the main challenge of symmetric key systems
is how to distribute and manage the keys among the authorized nodes. Different lightweight processing solutions have been
proposed in the scope of sensor networks that pre-distribute
or dynamically generate the secret keys using probabilistic approaches (see a review in [11]). However, such schemes are impractical for CRNs due to the particular features that differentiate a CRN from a traditional sensor network, namely:

Protocol

This section presents our protocol for the secure authentication of users’ sensing reports. The protocol prevents users from
illegitimately claiming false identities and from injecting fake
sensing data. Thus, the protocol aims at withstanding the following attacks:
Altering the final sensing decision. A user could increment her weight in the data fusion process by forging
several identities and making a contribution for each of
them. With enough forged identities, a user might be able
to completely alter the aggregate reading.

1. The topology of CRNs is continuously changing. Some
sensor networks are dynamic in the sense that they allow
addition and deletion of sensor nodes after deployment
to extend the network or replace failing and unreliable
nodes without physical contact; however, the dynamism
of CRN goes further: nodes are mobile and join and leave
a particular community in short periods of time.
2. The number of network members is several orders of magnitude larger than that of sensor networks. The number of
connected members in a particular moment is similar to a
sensor network, but in an open CRN network, the number
of potential users is unlimited and so, key management
must be highly scalable. Moreover, it must allow the addition of new users in the system in the course of time as
opposed to admitting them all at once at system start-up.
3. In a CRN the channels can only be used for limited periods of time (while primary users are not active). So, the
time available for data transmission must be maximized
and the security protocols must be designed in such a way
that they introduce the minimum possible overhead.

Deceiving the reputation system. By using a different identity each time, a user might report false sensing data repeatedly and avoid earning a bad reputation.
Obtaining resources unfairly. A user could use many identities to obtain more than her fair share of resources (e.g.
bandwidth).
The proposed protocol assumes that the cooperation among
CR’s is implemented in a centralized manner, which is the most
frequently used configuration in the spectrum sensing protocols
presented to date. The protocol is designed for hard cooperation schemes, as they ensure that the amount of information
sent through the network is minimal. We also assume that the
exchange of messages between the secondary users and the fusion centre is carried out through a common control channel.
The mechanism used to implement this control channel is out
of the scope of this paper. Nodes are all loosely synchronized
with the fusion centre up to some time synchronization error ∆,
where ∆ is the maximum network propagation delay plus the
maximum time synchronization error.
To perform distributed sensing securely, the cooperative system should identify the users that participate in the sensing
process, authenticate their claims, and weigh up their contribution to the final decision based on their reputation or probability of successful detection. Our protocol focuses on the mechanisms required to identify the users and authenticate their
sensing results. The final part of the distributed sensing process
(i.e. weighing up and merging the contributions) can be implemented using any of the mechanisms that we have mentioned in
the previous section. The selection of which data fusion technique to use is out of the scope of this paper.
The protocol is divided in three phases. The first phase is
the registry of users; the second one the sensing assignment;
and finally the third phase is the collection of sensing results.

With these challenging operational requirements, the use of
sensor network designed schemes for key distribution becomes
too complex in CRNs.
Taking advantage of the fact that CRNs are suitable for more powerful devices than sensor networks are, we take a public
key infrastructure (PKI) approach to initialize the network. We
conceive the fusion centre as a well-known and static entity in
the network that manages the spectrum of a certain area and
connects to the Internet and to any Validation Authority (VA),
if required. The role of the fusion centre can be assumed by a
secondary base-station or a spectrum broker, which are entities
found in most well-known CR network architectures, such as
IEEE 802.22 [12] or DIMSUMNet [13].
The fusion centre must hold a certificate that is made available to the users from different means (web, public directory, etc.
) and the users must know and be able to validate it. Likewise,
2

ding a salt s to the input value of the hash function in each step
of the algorithm. This salt is a network public element that is revealed just before the use of low-level chains. In particular, the
salt is the element of the high-level chain that is used to commit
to the low-level chain. So, for creating a generic chain Vi,c,m ,
the seed Vi is employed.

users must hold a valid certificate from a recognized Internet
Certification Authority (CA).
Peers are first authenticated through digital signatures and,
at the same time, they commit to an identification key hash
chain. Even though the operation of generating a digital signature is not light, users only have to do it once, in the setup phase,
and so it is totally assumable [14]. Then, we make use of identification keys and efficient one-way functions to protect users’
sensing reports from forgery and manipulation. Identification
keys are taken from a two-dimensional key chain consisting of
a high-level (primary) chain and multiple low-level (secondary)
chains. Low-level chains provide evidence on the nodes’ sensing reports, while the high-level chain is employed to generate
one-time HMAC signatures that endorse users’ commitments
and to broaden the authenticity of users’ claims to the low-level
chain.
Different one-way functions may be used for high-level and
low-level chains with the aim of better dealing with the tradeoff between security and efficiency. In the proposed protocol,
both high-level and low-level chains are based on cryptographic
hash functions, such as SHA-1.
Hash Chains, first proposed by Lamport [15], are versatile low-cost constructions that are used extensively in various
cryptographic systems. A hash chain of length N is constructed by applying a one-way hash function H(.) recursively to an
initial seed value vN : vN −1 = H(vN ), vN −2 = H(vN −1 ), · · ·,
v0 = H N (vN ). In general, vi = H(vi+1 ) = H N −i (vN ). The
last element of the chain v0 is called the top value.
The high-level chain used in the protocol is a generic hash
chain with N elements, from {V0 · · · VN −1 }. Its elements will
be used at irregular times during a large time frame. On the contrary, low-level chains are shorter (they have m elements, with
m < N ) and their elements will be employed periodically, but
only for short periods of time. Since low-level chains are short
lived, they are less demanding regarding security requirements
than high-level chains. So, we construct them with truncated
short hash values in order to reduce the bandwidth overhead of
their transmission.
Low-level chains are introduced in the system through highlevel chains. Each element of a high-level chain in used to commit, employing an HMAC, to the top element of the low-level
chains. The index of the high-level chain element used to sign
the low-level chain, is the first number of the tuple that identifies the low-level elements (as we will see next).
Besides, to strengthen the relation between high-level and
low-level chains even more and avoid that randomized chains
from intruders can be accepted as authentic, we use an element of the high-level chain as a seed to create low-level chains.
Low-level chains that are introduced in the system with a signature that uses the high-level element Vi , are created from the
seed provided by the Vi+1 element, and have the structure:
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Figura 1: Two-dimensional key chain. The top values of the chain are highlighted in grey, and are the ones that are first published. The values of the chain are
disclosed in the reverse order of their generation.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the two-dimensional key
chain. The arrows indicate the generation order of the elements
and the dependencies between them. The slashed line signals
that the values of the high-level chain are used to commit to the
top values of the low-level chains. It is worth noting that this set
of hash chains is not generated in just one go. As will be seen,
the low-level chains associated with each root element are only
generated when they are needed to sign more sensing results.
2.2.

Protocol Phase 1: User Registry

In the first phase, the user contacts the fusion centre (which
can be, for instance, the base station) and asks permission to
join the cognitive radio network. Besides, she commits to a
two-dimensional key chain by attaching the top value of the
high-level chain in the request. This process requires mutual
authentication using digital signatures. At this point, the fusion
centre decides whether or not to accept the user into the network. The following are the detailed steps carried out during
this phase.
1. User U chooses a random number VN and prepares a high
level chain of length N , where N is chosen by the user
according to its memory resources.
2. U sends the top value of her chain (V0 ) to the fusion centre F C in a digitally signed message. The signature is
computed using U ’s private key pvkU . She also includes
information about her identity IdU (i.e. the unique identifier of her public key certificate).
JoinReq = {V0 , IdU , SignpvkU (V0 , IdU )}

{Vi,0,0 · · · Vi,0,m }, {Vi,1,0 · · · Vi,1,m }, · · · ,
{Vi,c−1,0 · · · Vi,c−1,m }
where c is the number of generated low-level chains.
The use of short valued chains may introduce pre-computation
attacks. To avoid them, low-level chains are computed appen3

3. F C verifies the signature received from U using U ’s public key pbkU . If the signature is correct, F C decides
whether or not to accept U into the network. This decision will be based, for example, on the reputation earned
by U in previous processes. The implementation of these
mechanisms is out of the scope of this paper.
If user U is accepted in the network, F C stores her identity IdU , her MAC-layer address (it will be used in the
sensing phase to identify the node), and her top chain value V0 in a table.

U assigns the generated keys sequentially to time intervals (one key per time interval). The one-way chain is
used in the reverse order of generation, so any key employed in a particular time interval can be used to derive
keys of previous time intervals, but gives no information
about subsequent keys.
Figure 2 shows an example. U is requested to sense two
channels and return the commitment signed with the highlevel key V1 . She is asked to generate chains of length
m = 4, which means that the channel will be sensed four
times. She generates 4 chains with top values {V1,0,0 , V1,1,0 , V1,2,0 ,
The subsequent values of the low-level hash chains {V1,0,µ , V1,1,µ , V
are scheduled to be used in the time frame tµ = t0 +µ·ts ,
with µ = 1 · · · 4.
3. U publishes the top values of her light hash chains using
an HMAC with her ith key of the high-level chain. U
sends this message in the first time interval defined by
the F C.

2.3.

Protocol Phase 2: Sensing Assignment
In the second phase, the fusion centre requests each user to
sense a certain set of frequency bands by the submission of a
public key digital signed message (SensReq). If users accept
to sense the requested bands, they respond with a message in
which they bound to a set of low-level key chains, two for each
channel they are alloted. The authenticity of user’s messages
is ensured by a symmetric digital signature. Symmetric digital
signatures are generated using a Hash Message Authentication
Code (HMAC) function. HMACs provide message authenticity
and integrity by calculating a hash of two inputs: the target message and a secret key. In our protocol, secret keys are taken from
the pre-computed high-level hash chain. Here is a sketch of the
Sensing Assignment Phase approach:
1. At time t0 , F C splits up the time into equal length intervals ts and broadcasts a signed message with information
about the schedule they will use in the sensing process,
and a task list (T askList) that contains the list of channels each user has to sense.
SensReqt0 = {T askListt0 , t0 , ts , m,
SignpvkF C (T askListt , t0 , ts , m)}

SensCommitt0 = {IdU , ChCommit,
HM ACVi (IdU , ChCommit)}
where
ChCommit = [Vi,0,0 , Vi,1,0 , .., Vi,c−1,0 ]

where
T askListt0 = [ (Id0 , ChannelList0 , i0 ) · · ·
(IdS , ChannelListS , iS ) ]

4. F C receives SensCommitt0 and stores this information
associated with user IdU for a latter validation.

In the above expression, S is the total number of secondary users, ij is the high-level chain index that points to
the value the user j must use in the following step, and
m is the length of the required low-level chains, as well
as the number of times a channel must be sensed.
2. Each user U verifies the signature of the sensing request
and, if correct, forms two one-way chains for each channel she is requested to sense: one chain is associated to
an empty decision, the other is associated to a occupied
decision.
These one-way chains are constructed from the high-level
chain of each user as explained in section 2.1. In particular, the generation of low-level chains linked with the
high-level ith position is as follows:
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Figura 2: Example of light chains generated to report the sensing results of two
channels. Chains are authenticated using key V1 and are derived from key V2

2.4.

Protocol Phase 3: Collection of Local Sensing Results

In the third phase, users conduct spectrum sensing using
a mechanism based on the energy perceived, cyclostationary
statistics, or any other method, and take a decision whether a
channel is occupied or not. These decisions designate which
low-level chain has to be used to encode the sensing result of a
spectrum band, from the two possible chains linked with each
channel. Users publish their results using the elements of the
selected low-level chains that are scheduled for the current interval. When the fusion centre receives the reports, it can verify
they are authentic and integer since the legitimate user is the
only one who has enough data to reveal the hash chain values
associated with the present time frame. Users can only send one
sensing report in each time interval.
Figure 3 shows an example of the elements of the twodimension chain used and revealed during the Sensing Assignment phase and the Collection of Local Sensing Results phase.
User U is requested to sense a channel and she commits to her
two low-level chains computing an HMAC with the high-level

The generator computes a hash of the concatenation of three values: Vi+1 , Vi , and x, for each x
from 0 to c − 1, where c is the number of chains
that the user needs to create (that is, two chains for
each requested channel). The result is truncated to
64 bits and assigned to the last value m of a secondary chain. Denoting T (d, b) the truncation of some
data d to the b leftmost bits, and || the concatenation
function, the operation can be summarized as:
Vi,x,m = T (Hash(Vi+1 ||Vi ||x), 64)
The chain values, from µ = 0 to µ = m − 1, are
generated from the previous output of the function
and the value Vi of the primary chain, which is used
as a salt.
Vi,x,µ = T (Hash(Vi,x,µ+1 ||Vi ), 64)
4

Phase 2

Low-level chain

V1,0,0
V1,1,0

the authenticity of the sensing response Vi,x,µ by checking that T (Hash(Vi,x,µ ||Vi ), 64) equals Vi,x,µ−1 . Note
that FC may need to repeat this operation p times if the
last known value of the hash chain is Vi,c,µ−p . If the received data is correct, FC stores this data to optimize the
validation of subsequent values of the chain, and with all
data received, it starts the fusion of the sensing results to
determine the joint decision.

Phase 3

High-level chain HMACV1 (msg)

msg

V1

V1,0,1
Decision = empty

V1,1,3

V1,0,2
Decision = empty

Decision = occupied

ti
User U

ti+∆t
FC

t0

t1

t2

t3

Figura 3: Chain information revealed by a user during the Sensing Assignment
and Publication of Sensing Results. The user senses a single channel. The two
low-level chains associated with this channel are authenticated using key V1 .

The sensing process is repeated until the FC sends a message to stop it, or until exhausting the elements of the low-level
hash chain. Then, the protocol returns to the second phase and
FC generates a new sensing request. Figure 4 summarizes the
messages exchanged between a user and the FC.

V1 key. In the time frame t1 , U reveals V1 so that the fusion
centre can validate her commitment. U also sends the sensing
decision for that period of time. In each interval, U reveals the
value of one of her chains (V1,0,µ or V1,1,µ ) according to her decision in the present time frame tµ . Users must try not to send
reports in the last moments of a time frame to avoid that synchronization errors and transmission delays cause the reports to
be dropped. In any case, the total synchronization error is much
lower than the time of an interval (∆  ts ), so the problem is
minimal.
The following are the detailed steps carried out in this phase.
1. In the time interval tµ , each user U senses the channels
listed in ChannelListU received in SensReq message.
After completing the sensing process, each user sends the
results SensRes to F C. These results are binary decisions since the protocol uses hard cooperation. To allow
the authentication of the sensing results, these results are
sent as follows:

Figura 4: Diagram of the protocol messages

3.

Discussion

SensRestµ = {ChannelDes1 (µ), · · · , ChannelDesc/2 (µ)}
In this section, we discuss the efficiency and security of the
proposed protocol.

where
ChannelDesx (µ) = Vi,x,µ

3.1. Temporal Overhead
In the above expression, i is the index received from FC
The presented protocol provides a way to authenticate senin the SensReqt0 , c is the number of hash chains that
sing reports with a minimum overhead. Each user has to gethe user has created (two for each channel requested to
nerate a digital signature when she accesses the fusion centre
sense), and x is the low-level hash chain associated with
for the first time. Afterwards, she only has to validate digital
the sensing decision of a particular channel. Note that the
signatures and perform hash operations.
user do not send her IdU in the message since she is idenThe presented protocol is designed for an open network in
tified using the MAC layer address.
which cooperative sensing is performed with the users that are
Besides, in the time interval t1 , U also sends the ith eleactive and close to one another in a particular moment. As a rement of her high-level chain (Vi ) along with the report
sult, the group of users collaborating in the sensing is very dysensing message.
namic. The challenge of using hash chains to provide security
in this scenario is that the participation of the users in the sen2. When FC receives Vi , it checks whether the key is correct
and then checks the correctness of the buffered SensCommit sing tasks is very irregular. Thus, if we used a protocol where
only a single chain was used, the overhead of storing and commessage, which was sent in the second phase of the proputing lots of elements of different chains (which might not be
tocol (in time frame t0 ). Because FC knows the authentic
used afterwards) could become too high.
key Vi−1 , it can verify the authenticity of Vi by checIf a single key chain was used, the values of this chain would
king that H(Vi−1 ) equals Vi . FC knows the schedule for
be
used
for the validation of every single sensing result. Theredisclosing chain values and, since the clocks are synchrofore, this chain would quickly become very long, which is not a
nized, it can verify that the received value is still secret.
problem unless the users participate in the sensing process only
3. In each time interval tµ , FC waits for the SensRestµ of
sporadically. In this case, the computational cost of validating
all secondary users. For each received message, it verifies
a chain element vi from a distant preceding element vj (with
5

j << i) would be very high. Although some mechanisms for
fast hash chain traversal [16] and for economic setup and verification [17] have been proposed, the cost to access an element
of a hash chain of length N is still log(N) in computations and
log(N) storage. Considering a high number of users having an
irregular presence in the network, this validation time would
easily become unaffordable.
On the other hand, if a two-dimensional key chain is used,
the validation of the sensing results is carried out from a lowlevel key chain, which has a very limited length because it is
only used in a single sensing request. As a result, the validation
times are small even if the CRN has a high number of irregular
users.
In order to adapt to this dynamic context, we propose that
users have a high-level chain whose elements are used on demand. The fusion centre has a counter for each user, and when
this user wants to collaborate, she has to authenticate herself
using a specific element of the chain. The authentication procedure is performed using an HMAC function, which is a two step
authentication. Firstly, the user sends the HMAC signature, and
afterwards she reveals the HMAC key so that the recipients can
verify its authenticity. Although the protocol needs loosely time
synchronization, no values of the high-level chain are wasted.
Unlike high-level chains, low-level chains are scheduled to
be used in a fixed time frame. This is not a problem since users
commit to low-level chains when they are active in the network
and ready to collaborate. Moreover, these chains are short and
they are only used for a particular sensing assignment.
Table 1 depicts the computational and transmission costs
of phases 2 and 3 of the protocol in a network with 50 active
users. We assume the sensing interval is ts = 2s, and the length
of low-level chains is m = 500. Thus, the maximum lifetime
of phase 3 is 16,6 minutes. Then, low level chains have to be
renewed.
The fusion centre triggers the sensing process by sending a
SensReq message. SensReq contains a task list for each active member of the network. If each user is assigned 2 channels,
the task list has a size of 4 bytes per user. Besides, if the contents of the message are signed using an 1024-RSA key, the
approximate size of SensReq is 350 bytes.
The packet transmission time Tpacket over a control channel, which we assume to be a IEEE 802.11b network, is expressed as follows:

Transmis

Computation

Cost

Agent
FC
User
FC
User

Protocol

Operations

Time

SensReq

PK Signature

670µs

SensRes

2 hash·ch·user

15µs

SensReq

PK Verification

2, 72ms

SensCom

4 hash chain + HMAC

10ms

SensReq

data + signature (350B)

464µs

SensCom

data + HMAC (100B)

283µs

SensRes

2 ch_elements (16B)

221µs

Cuadro 1: Analysis of time complexity of Sensing Assignment and Collection
of Results

For a user that has an embedded ARM device at 624MHz,
the costs of receiving and processing a sensing assignment of 2
channels are the following [19]:
validating an RSA-1024 signature of the SensReq costs
2, 72ms
generating a SensCommit comprises two steps: (1) building 4 hash chains based on SHA-1 and with a length of
500 elements takes 10ms (one hash operation is 5µs), (2)
generatating an HMAC to commit to the top values of the
low-level chains, which involves two hash computations,
takes 10µs.
Besides, the SensCommit message has a total length of 100
bytes and, as a result, sending it through a 802.11b network
takes 283µs.
A user can chose between storing the elements of the 4 hash
chains she has computed, or recomputing the required elements
every time she needs to send a sensing report. She will weigh
the options considering her available resources. In this example,
storing 4 hash chains represents 16KB of memory.
When the user sends a sensing report in a SensRes message, she has to include one low-level chain element per sensed
channel in the packet. The payload size of a user that senses 2
channels is 16 bytes, and takes 221µs to transmit it. In order to
validate the sensing reports, the FC has to compute an average
of 2 hashes per user channel. In a network with 50 active users,
the FC should calculate 200 hashes in each time slot with a time
cost of approximately 15µs.
Taking into account the overall cost of phases 2 and 3 of
the protocol, we conclude that during the duration of the sensing process (16,6 minutes) a node spends 12, 72ms performing
cryptographic computations (around 1, 28,10−7 % of the time).
The time required to send all sensing agreements and reports
occupies the network for 5, 56s (around 5, 59,10−5 % of the time), which represents an overhead of 5, 66,10−4 % compared
to a plain sensing system without security.
In table 2 we compare the time complexity per node of our
protocol with a plain scheme without security, with the secure
schemes based on MACs proposed in [9] and [10], and with the
straightforward solution of providing authenticity by digitally
signing the sensing messages. The notations in the analysis are

Tpacket = TP hyHdr + (MM acHdr + MP ayload )/11M bps
where TP hyHdr is the PLCP (Physical Layer Convergence Procedure) preamble and header. The physical control data is 24
bytes long and it is transmitted at 1Mbps, so TP hyHdr = 192µs.
MM acHdr is the length of layer 2 headers, which for an ad-hoc
connection is 24 bytes. MP ayload is the protocol data length.
Both MM acHdr and MP ayload are transmitted at 11Mbps. Then,
transmitting a SensReq message of 350 bytes over a 802.11b
network takes nearly 0, 5ms.
Assuming FC is hosted on a AMD Opteron/2,2GHz processor running Linux, the signature generation time is 0, 67ms
[18].
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Cuadro 2: Comparison of time complexity for some schemes
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Table 2 shows the generic transmission and computational
costs of the channel assignment and sensing phase of a CRN
that assigns each user 2 channels to sense in a hard decision
fashion for a set up m of 500 sensings. The table also depicts
the particular costs of a network with the characteristics stated
for computing table 1 and for a total period n of 500 sensings.
Note that n can be less than m if users abandon the CRN or the
FC requests secondary users to stop the sensing.
The results show that our proposal is the most efficient secure scheme in terms of both computation and transmission.
The Jakimoski protocol presents transmission rates remarkably
higher than the other protocols. This is because for each sensing
report the user needs to send two packets to the fusion centre:
(1) the sensing report and its MAC, (2) the key used to generate
the MAC. This feature also introduce a notable delay in taking
a final decision about the occupancy of a channel. In contrast,
the sensing related costs of the Ersöz proposal are quite restricted, but it can present high management costs in quite dynamic
networks since the keys are based on a Logical Key Hierarchy
(LKH) architecture. In LKH users share a common key that has
to be changed and re-distributed when the group of cognitive
radio nodes is modified.
The costs of the proposed protocol are optimized when users
stay in the network for periods of n = k · m sensings, with
k ∈ N, since the computational focus of the algorithm is at
the beginning of each m period when low level chain elements
are generated. In figure 5 we compare the costs of the analysed
schemes for sensing periods n < m, with m = 500. Graphics
show that for n ≤ 55 the best algorithm is Ersöz, but when
the number of sensings exceeds 55, our proposal is the most

Figura 5: Comparison of time complexity over the number of sensings n when
m = 500

3.2.

Security Analysis

From the security point of view, the proposed system is robust against Sybil attacks, in which a user illegitimately claims
multiple identities, and the injection of false sensing reports.
Sybil attacks are prevented using certificates generated by a
trusted central authority. If a user does not own a valid certificate, she is not authorized in the CR network and cannot send
sensing reports to the fusion centre. On the other hand, the injection of false sensing reports is avoided using verifiable reports, which are based on the use of one-way chains.
Cryptographic hash functions provide the required security
properties to create a robust one-way chain. The main security
threats for hash chains are their vulnerability against birthday
attacks and hash chain attacks.
The birthday attack is based on the birthday paradox,
which states that the probability that two or more people in a group of 23 share the same birthday is greater
than 50 %. This paradox can be mathematically applied
to hash functions. If an attacker selects a random seed
and computes a hash chain from this, the chances of a
collision between any of the computed values and a value in an existing chain increase with the length of the
chain. This can be avoided concatenating the index of the
hash value in the chain when computing the hash. For a
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Computation time (ms)

100

Transmission time (ms)

defined as follows (the values in brackets are the default values
efficient one.
-extracted from [19]- used to make the computations):
TH : Time to compute a hash function (SHA-1: 5, 02µs)
80
TS : Time to sign with an asymmetric key (RSA-1024:
70
24, 05ms)
60
TV : Time to verify with an asymmetric key (RSA-1024:
50
2, 72ms)
40
TE : Time to encrypt using a block cipher (AES-128:
30
80, 73µs)
20
Ti :
Time to transmit initialization data (e.g. sensing as10
signment phase)
0
0
Tk : Time to transmit a key to open a commitment
Td : Time to transmit a sensing packet of length Ld
Ld : Length of the data of a sensing packet (bytes)
m:
Number of sensings requested by the FC (length of
hash-chains)
10000
n:
Number of sensings actually carried out
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one-way chain value of m bits, the expected cost for an
attacker to find a pre-image or even a second pre-image
is 2m−1 hash computations. Although not explicitly indicated, all the hash operations performed in the proposed
protocol are computed using this index.

depends on a group of different nodes. Thus, a length of 64 bits
is secure enough for the requirements of the application.
Nevertheless the chain is not vulnerable to pre-computation
attacks since we use a salt to create all the values of the chain.
The salt effectively makes it unfeasible to compute a table of all
input-output pairs of the generation function, since the input of
the function is not 64 bits long but around twice this size.

The hash chain attack occurs when the hash chain contains a cycle, and thus, all the elements on the cycle stop
having the one-way property. Furthermore, if the chain
enters the cycle from an external value, it means there is
a collision and this can result in a serious security attack.
A recent study of hash chain vulnerabilities [20] indicates that the use of commonly used hash functions is pretty
secure against hash chain attacks with probabilistic algorithms.

3.3.

Security Justification
Providing authenticity to the sensing reports of a cooperative CRN is the first step towards building a robust sensing mechanism capable of getting vacant channels and primary user
detection rates, even in the presence of sensing failures and malicious users.
When reports cannot be authenticated, the fusion centre must
merge the data of different users using a non-memory system.
For example, if the Majority rule is employed, the system can
support up to 50 % of erroneous inputs. However, if the fusion
centre can track the behavior of the users, this information can
be used to learn which are the most confident reports and thus,
obtain better results [7]. For example, tests based on the likelihood ratio test (LRT) and with a memory of 50 sensings, can
support up to 75 % of erroneous inputs from users that occasionally fall in a dark area where they cannot sense the environment well. If the system knows the attacker profile, better
algorithms can be designed to prevent them from altering the
sensing decision.

Reporting verifiable sensing results involves three steps. First
the user sends the top elements of the low-level hash chains and
the corresponding HMAC. Then, she reveals the HMAC key,
which is an element of the high-level hash chain. With this information, the fusion centre verifies the integrity of the sensing
commitment and the authenticity of the key. Finally, the user
sends the sensing reports revealing some elements of the lowlevel chain she has just committed to.
The message that carries the sensing commitment is protected against modification attacks since it is signed with an
HMAC. Keys used to compute the HMAC are taken from the
high-level hash chain V of each user. If we use a chain based
on SHA-1, then the security of HMAC operations is 112 bits,
which meets the NIST security recommendations [21].
Replying attacks against sensing commitments are avoided
because each HMAC key is used only once and because the
SensRes message carries the present time. In the sensing request, the fusion centre indicates which element i has to be
used. Chain elements are requested in ascending order (V1 ,V2 ,
· · · VN ), so knowing a user’s previous key gives no information
about the present one. Besides, the sensing request is signed so
that an attacker cannot modify the requested hash index.
Additionally, as the sensing requests and commitment replies are synchronized by the index i, it is not effective to block
the user’s reports in order to steal her keys to later generate fake
reports.
In the same way, sensing reports are also securely protected.
They are transmitted as the elements of the low-level chains,
and these low-level chains are bound to a high-level chain (and
so with the user) through the HMAC signature.
The values of the low-level chain are shorter than the hash
function outputs. By truncating the hash output, the estimated collision resistance of the algorithm is also reduced, in this
case to 64 bits. NIST recommendation for applications using
HMACs [21] is that a security strength between 64 to 96 bits is
sufficient for the most of them, and even shorter lengths may be
satisfactory if a minimum rate of collisions is not critical for the
system. In the proposed protocol, low-level chains elements are
delivered fast and have a very short lifetime, setting the time
for a computational attack to a cents of milliseconds. Moreover, a tiny false acceptance rate is not critical since the sensing
of a channel is repeated multiple times and the final decision

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have identified the security vulnerabilities
of a cooperative sensing process and its prejudicial effects in
CR networks. We have proposed a secure protocol for centralized based systems that essentially uses symmetric signatures
and one-way chains. The protocol enables the fusion centre to
verify the identity of network members and to ensure the received sensing information is really originated from the claimed
source. One of the main features of the proposal is the fact that
is computationally efficient and introduces a very small bandwidth overhead.
The most demanding phase of the protocol is the registry
one, when public key operations must be performed. Anyway,
this phase has to be executed only once and for this reason
it does not suppose a problem, not even for mobile users that
operate in different CRNs. Note that the main applications for
CRNs are broadband Internet for rural areas, and specialized
applications (i.e. hot-spots, medical apps) for urban ones. The
first case of applications must support mobile users that travel
by car or train. Rural CRNs are implemented using the IEEE
802.22 standard that provides a communication range around
17-30 km (it can reach 100km depending on EIRP). The diameter of the networks is large enough to allow users that move
and leave a particular CRN to enter in a new one, can compute
the registry in the new CRN using public/private key methods
effectively, without noticing delays.
Urban CRNs cells are smaller in size. However, users use
to be more static (they are on a fixed point or moving slowly).
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Applications requiring the mobility of users between different
cells are usually managed by a central entity. Then, the session
of a user in the old cell can be transferred to the new one (handoff) when he travels from one area to the other and so, the
overhead of the network is small.
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